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RAPIDIDENTITY: IAM & Authentication Trusted by Over 500 Agencies
Increasing cyberattacks, stringent compliance regulations, and a growing number of users— there’s more
pressure than ever on government agencies to lock down unauthorized access to sensitive systems and data.
Furthermore, this must be done amid tight budget constraints where more must be accomplished with less.
RapidIdentity is a complete identity and access management (IAM) platform, designed to enable government agencies and the contractors that work with them to increase security, streamline access to critical
systems, and manage all user identities. With 7 out of the 10 largest CJIS deployments in the United States,
RapidIdentity is the market leader for CJIS advanced authentication and offers 15 multi-factor authentication
(MFA) methods to give agencies the flexibility they need to protect all systems and access entry points.

FLEXIBLE MULTI-FACTOR
AUTHENTICATION

ACHIEVE COMPLIANCE
REQUIREMENTS

LIFECYCLE MANAGEMENT
FOR ALL USERS

Users today access government
systems and data from a wide
range of physical, remote, and
digital entry points. With the
broadest range of authentication methods available, including
smartcards and biometrics, RapidIdentity delivers the flexibility
to meet technology requirements
and protect all access entry
points—including legacy systems—with a single solution.

From the federal down to state
and local levels, government
agencies must comply with numerous, evolving compliance
regulations, such as CJIS and
DFARS. RapidIdentity helps government agencies ensure they
are audit-ready with CJIS-compliant advanced authentication,
access certification campaigns,
and robust audit and reporting
functionality.

A range of employees, contractors, and citizens need access to
government systems and services. However, ensuring only
authorized users have the right
access is no small task. RapidIdentity Lifecycle automates the
full identity lifecycle— from provisioning to deprovisioning— for
all users, including external users
who do not exist in authoritative
systems.

The RapidIdentity platform offers three comprehensive areas of IAM capabilities, designed to address the
unique needs of your public service organization.

LIFECYCLE

GOVERNANCE

AUTHENTICATION
MFA and SSO

DEPLOYMENT
METHODS

•

Automated Provisioning and Deprovisioning

•

Sponsorship for Non-Employee Populations

•

Granular Group Management

•

Delegated Administration and End-User Self-Service

•

Dynamic Role Management

•

Enterprise-Ready Integrations

•

Access Management

•

Complex SOD Policy Handling

•

API Password Management

•

Shared and Emergency Privileged Accounts

•

Audit Logging and Reporting

•

Secure Remote Access and VPN Logins

•

Easily Connect to Virtual Environments

•

Multi-Factor Authentication for Windows Login

•

Adaptive Multi-Factor Authentication

•

Strong Authentication for Windows Clients & Shared Workstations

•

Configurable Single Sign-On

•

User-Friendly Self-Service Capabilities

•

Mobile Support

RapidIdentity is available on premise or in the cloud, with no sacrifices
in functionality, features, or security.
•

On-Premise: Software Appliance

•

Cloud: Private instance in shared infrastructure
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